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SWEDISH TIE-BACK SYSTEMS FOR SHEET PILE WALLS
B. B. BROMS
S\"i'ED!Sll GEOTECH:-IJCAL JNSTITUTE, STOCKHOLM, SWEDE)<

This article describes three new tie-back systems developed during the last few years in
Sweden. They consist in principle of steel rods or cables which are grouted in rockor soil. The
earth pressures acting on anchored sheet pile walls vary considerably. The highest values are
generally obtained wh en the soil behind the sheet pile walls freezes and expands. The Rankine
earth pressure theory is generally used to calculate the forces in the anchors, the moment
distribution and required penetration depth of the sheet piles. To prevent damage of structures
located close to the sheet pile wall, the pressure distribution is generally assumed to be trape
zoidal. Failure of ancbored sheet pile walls may occur along a deep surface which extends to the
far cnd of the anchor zones. The available passive Rankine earth pressure at the lower part of
the sheet pile wall should be at least 50% greater than the earth pressure required to prevent
failure along the assumed failure surface.

1. Introduction

Three new tie~back systems for sheet pile walls which in principlc eon
sist of steel rods 01· cables grouted in rock or in soil as illustrated in Fig. 1
have been developed in Sweden by Hagconsult AB, Stabilator AB and Nya
Asfalt AB since the method was introduced in 1959 (NORDIN [4], LUDVIGS
SON

[2]) .

Tie-back anchors have the advantage over conventional bracing systems
that the anchor rods or cables do not interfere with construction activities
within the sheet pile wall. Experience has furthermore shown that blasting
can be done relatively close to an anchored sheet pile wall without clamaging
the anchor system or the sheet piles. However, the drilling of the bore holes
for the anchor rods or cables has to be done with care, otherwise electrical
cables, water- or sewerlines located outside the sheet pile wall at the level
of the anchors may be damaged. The new anchor systems are generally com
petitive with conventional bracing systems if all costs are considered. Due
to these advantages tie-back anchors are used extensively in Sweden.
In this article are briefly described the anchor systems and the pro
cedures followed in Sweclen for the design of anchorecl sheet pile walls.
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Fig. 1. ln-situ anchors for sheet pile walls

2. Swedish tie-back systems

2.I Hagconsult system
The anchor system developed hy Hagconsult AB, in cooperation with
Sandvikens Jernverks AB and Atlas Copco, has been descrihed previously by
NORDIN [5, 6] and by SAHLSTRÖM- NORDIN [7]. The distinctive feature of
this system is that the anchor rods are also used as drill rods. Due to this
reason the hardened and tempered anchor rods are at their lower ends pro
vided with a drill bit. The diameter of the drill bit can be varied to fit the local
conditions. A larger diameter is generally used in soil than in rock.
Chaiu-fed carriage mounted hammer drills are normally used for the
installation of the anchor rods. Rock anchors are drilled approximately 3 ro
into sound rock. The inclination of the anchors is generally 45°. This system
can also be used in rock fills or moraine containing large stones or boulders.
When the desired depth has been reached cement grout is injected
through the centre hole of the combined anchor and drill rods. After the grout
has hardened the anchors are normally test loaded. The design loads are 35,
45 and 65 metric tons.
The Hagconsult anchor system can also be used in grave} and coarse
sand as indicated by tests carried out by ÖHRSTRÖM and NORDIN [8] , NORDIN
[6] and SAHLSTRÖM & NORDIN [7]. The inclination of the anchor rods is in
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these materials about 20°. Cement grout is injected within the intended
anchor zone for a length of approximately 5 m. The injection pressure varies
generally between 5 and 20 kp/cm2 • This method has been used in sand,
moraine and heavily overconsolidated houlder clay. However, in sand it is
recommended that the average grain size of the soil should exceed approxi
mately 1 mm.
An advantage with the Hagconsult system is that the force in the anchor
rods can be conveniently measured and adjusted after the anchors have been
installed and preloaded by observing the force at which the locking nut can
be released. The preload generally corresponds to 85 % of the design load to
decrease the settlements of the soil hehind the sheet pile wall.
The Hagconsult System is primarily used for temporary installations.

2.2 Stabilator system
The Lindö and the Alvik drilling methods are used to drill the bore
holes for the anchor rods or cables in the anchor system developed hy Stabi
lator AB. At the Lindö method a casing which at its lower end has a cutting
shoe is used during drilling through soil. The diameter of the casing varies
between 70 and 205 mm. The casing and the conventional drill rods are
rotated and hammered at the same time. The drill rods with 32 mm diameter
have a cutting bit with carbide insert bits.
At the Alvik drilling method an eccentric drill bit which is attached
to the lower end of the drill rods is used during the drilling operation. With
this cutting shoe a bore hole is obtained in soil which is sufficiently large to
fit a thin-walled casing with 64 to 150 mm inside diameter. Because of the
eccentric system the drill rods and the drill bit can be withdrawn through
the casing by turning the drill rod counterclockwise 180 degrees. The casing
is advanced without rotation during drilling of the hore hole. This drilling
method is often preferred when the anchor rods or cables are relatively long
and when the casing is left permanently in the soil as protection against
corrosion.
After the casing has penetrated approximately 20 cm into sound rock
the drilling is continued with the central drill string as illustrated in Fig. 2
until a sufficient anchor length has been obtained for the rods or cables.
A length of approximately 3 m is generally sufficient in sound rock when
the design load of the anchor system is less than 45 metric tons. When the
design load is between 45 and 75 metric tons the anchor length is generally
4 m. When the design load exceeds 75 metric tons an anchor length of 5 m
is generally used. If the rock conditions are not favourable a considerably
longP-r anchor length than 5 m might be required. The inclination of rock
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anchors is about 45° while the inclination of soil anchors Yaries betwrt>n
10° and 45°.
Cement grout is injected at a pressure of 5 to 20 kp/cm~ into 1he bore
hole through an injection pipe which reaches the bottom of the borehok.
Thereafter the anchor rods or cables are inserted into the borc hole and the
casing withdrawn. Rods are mainly used whcn the design load is less than
45 metric tons. These are fastened to the wales with nuts. After the cement
grout has hardened the anchors are test loaded to 90% of the yield strength
of the anchor rods or cables. With the Stabilator methocl anchor forces up
to 125 metric tons can be resisted permanently in rock or soil.

Fig. 2. Installation of anchor-

Advantages with the Stabilator mctho<l are that the area of the anchor
rods or cables and thus the design load can be varicd 10 fit thc earth pressures
and the dimensions of the shcet pile wall and that thc casing which is used
<luring drilling through soil prcvcnts the bore holc from collapsing. In addition
it is possible with this method to protrct the anchor rods permanrntly against
corrosion by leaving the casing in thc ground and by filling the casing with
cement grout. It is important that the cement grout completely fills the spacc
betwecn the anchor rod or cable and thc casing. Tight fitting polye1hylene
l1oses are shrunk on the rods or cables to allow these to mo, e whcu loaded.
The rocls and cables are paintccl or grcased as a further protection against
corrosion.

2.3 Nya Asfalt system
The method developed by Nya Asfalt AB is in principle similar to the
Stabilator Method. In the Nya Asfalt system the bore holes for the anchor
rods or cables are drilled by the JB-drilling method. This drilling methocl
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requires casing in the soil. The cutting shoe to the casing can in the JE-drilling
mcthod be rotated independent of the casing through a slip coupling. During
the drilling operation the cutting shoe to the casing is locked to the drill
rod. Thus the cutting shoe and the central drill rods are in soil rotated and
advanced as a unit. When the casing and the drill rods have penetrated
about 20 cm into sound rock the cutting shoe is disengaged from the drill
string. The drilling is then continued with the drill rods in a conventional
manner as shown in Fig. 2. W ater or compressed air is used to remove the
cuttings.
After the hore hole has been drilled the anchor rod or cable is inserted.
The anchors are then grouted in the bore hole through a tube inserted to
th 0 bottom of the bore hole. After the grout has hardened the anchors are
tested and preloaded.
Rods are fastencd to the wale with nuts. Cables are fastened with
anchor rings and cones of type Freyssinet. With this method it is somewhat
morc difficult thau with locking nuts to measure and adjust the load after
installation of the anchors. An advantage with the Nya Asfalt method is that
the dimensions of the rods or cables and thus the design load can be varied
to fit the local conditions. Loads up to 100 metric tons can be resisted by
each anchor in rock or in soil under favourable conditions.

3. Design pri nciples
The design principles discussed in this section are primarily intended
for temporary sheet pile walls which will be used less than about two years.
If the anchored sheet pile walls will be used for more than two years higher
safety factors than those indicated in this article should be used. Furthermore,
the stress distribution in the anchors, wales and sheet piles should also be
checked for the earth pressure distribution calculated from an effective stress
analysis (<J>', c' -analysis). In addition the anchor rods or cables must be pro
tected against corrosion.

3.1 Failure oj in situ anchored sheet pile walls
Failures ofin situ anchored sheet pile walls have occurred. These failures
can in some cases be attributed to the axial force in the sheet pile wall caused
by the inclined anchor rods as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). If the penetration
depth is not sufficient the sheet piles are forced into the underlaying soil by
the axial force in the sheet piles mentioned above. When the sheet piles move
downwards they are also displaced laterally due to the inclined anchor rods
as shown in Fig. 3 (b). It also can be seen that the axial force, the lateral
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displacement of the sheet pile wall and the settlement hehincl the sheet pile
wall will increase with increasing inclination of the anchors.
The vertical force in the sheet piles is resisted hy hearing at the toe
of the sheet piles and hy skin friction primarily along the side of the sheet
piles which face the excavation. The point resistance in clay, silt and sand
is small. The skin friction resistance in clays with an undrained shear strength
cu less than 5 t /m 2 is often assumed equal to Cu wbile in clays with an undrained
shear strength exceeding this value Ca = 0,5 Cu· In sand the skin friction
·....
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Verticol force
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u .
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Fig. 3. Failure of sheet pile wall

resistance is often calculated from the assumption that the friction angle is
half the angle of interna} friction of the soil. The skin friction along the opposite
side depends on the relative movement of the sheet pile wall with respect
to the soil hehind the sheet piles. This skin friction resistance is generally
neglected in the calculations. The axial force may also cause the sheet piles
to huckle if the unsupported length of the wall is large.
To decrease the risk of toe failure and of huckling the inclination of the
anchor rods should be small. On the other hand, if the inclination is small
the length of the anchor rods will be large.
In a few cases anchor rods have ruptured after they have heen tested.
However, these local failures have not resulted in general failures since the
overall anchor system, the wales and the sheet piles have heen design.ed to
resist the load increase caused hy the rupture of any anchor rod or cahle.
Failures hy exceeding the moment resistance in the sheet piles or the horizon
tal wales have not occurred in Sweden to the author's knowledge.
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3.2. Earth pressure calculations
The earth pressui-es acting on in-situ anchored sheet pile walls vary.
The highest earth pressures and the highest anchor forces often develop
during the fall when the water content of the soil behind the sheet pile wall
increases during the rainy season or the soil freezes and expands. The increase
can be !arge if the soil is frost sensitive and the length of the anchor rods
or cables is relatively small. Under unfavourable conditions the earth pressure
may approach or even exceed the total overburden pressure. During the thawing
period in the spring the earth pressure and the anchor forces may also increase.
a
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Fig. 4. Earth pressure distribution
(a) Earth pressure distribution in cohesive soils according to Rankine
(b) Trapezoidal earth pressure distribution in cohesive and cohesionless soils

The lowest earth pi-essures are generally obtained in the late summer
just before the rainy season . Due to lack of test data it is not possible at
present to predict the seasonal variations of the earth pressures and of the
anchor forces. Additional test data are therefore highly desirable.
The active earth pressure acting on in-situ anchored sheet pile walls
is generally calculated by the Rankine earth pressure theory. The tension
which theoretically develops at the ground surface to a depth of 2 cu/Y is,
however, neglected in the calculations. This t ension is replaced by a hydro
static water pressure as shown in Fig. 4 (a). It is thus assumed that the
surface cracks in the tension zone will be filled with water during the life of
the structure.
If buildings, sewer or water lines which might be damaged by excessive
settlement s are located close to t h e sheet pile wall and if several rows of
anchors are used the earth pressure distribution is assumed to be trapezoidal
as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The earth pressure is thus assumed to increase linearly
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from the ground surface to a depth of 0,2 h, where h is the total depth of the
excavation. Below this depth the earth pressure is 1,6 Pa/h, ,vhere Pa is the
total active earth pressurc ahove the hottom of the excavation. In very soft
clays with an undrained shear strength less than 1,0 t/m 2 thc lateral earth
pressure is often assumed to be equal to the total oyerhurden pressurc. Th<'
earth pressme in this case is cquivalcnt with the pressure from a fluid with
the same unit weight as the soil.
3.3. Length oj anchor zo11e
The rcquircd length of the anchor zone in rock is generally 3, 4 and 5 m
for granite and gneiss or for equivalent rock materials with only few and widely
spaced surface cracks whcn the design load is less than 45 m etric tons, betwecn
45 and 75 metric tons or larger than 75 metric tons, r espectively. A con
siderahly longer anchor zonc might be required when the crack spacing is
small or the cracks are unfavourahly oriented. The orientation of the crack
is considered unfavourahle if a wedge of rock can be pulled loosc hy thc
anchors. It is furthermore required that the distancc hctwecn thc anchor
zoncs for adj acent levels of anchors in rock should h e at least 2,5 m according
to Swedish practice.
There is no method availahle at present to calculate in advance the
length of the anchor zone which is required in coarse sand and gravel. The
ultimate strength of the in-situ anchors in thesc materials will depend on
such factors as the effective grain size, the grain size distribution of the
surrounding soil, the composition of the grout, the injection pressure as well
as the geometric configuration of the anchor zone. The rcquired length of the
anchor zone is in these materials generally determined hy field loading tests.
LuNDAHL-ADDING [3] have discussed design methods for anchors
installed in silt. Failure is assumed to be caused hy pull-out. The failure load
is in this case dependent of the skin friction resistancc along the grouted
part of the anchor rod as shown in Fig. 5. In cohesionless soils (sand and
silt) the skin friction rcsistance 't'a is dependent of the avcrage effective over
hurden pressure ö'v at the level of the anchor zone according to the equation
't'a

= K 0 ä., tan <I>a

(1)

where K 0 is an earth pressure coefficient. It is rccommended to use K 0 = 1
when the r elative density of the surrounding soil is high aud K 0 = 0,5 wheu
the relative density is low. However, it is likely that this coefficient is depen
dent on the injection pressure. The friction angle <Pa is dependent on the
roughness of the contact surface hetween the anchor and the surrounding
soil. Test results indicatc that this friction angle is approximately equal to
the angle of interna! friction . It is recommended to use <Pa = 30° for medium
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to fine sand and <Pa = 25 for silt in the calculations if results from field or
laboratory experiments do not indicate otherwise. The effective overburden
pressure a0 at the level of the anchor zone is dependent on the location of
the ground water table and the unit weight of the overlying soil. The effectiYe
overburden pressure may change during the life of the sheet pile wall due
to excavation or a change of the ground water table. This factor must be
considered in the design.

_- . I
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I

I

I

I

\
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Minimum required
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Fig. 5. Calculation of required anchor length in medium to fine sand, silt and stiff clay

A simil ar calculation method may be used for anchors in heavily over
consolidated clay with an undrnined shear strength exceeding 5 t/m2 • Such
anchors are often designed for a skin friction resistance •a equal to 0,5 Cu,
where c11 is the undrained shear strength of the soil determined by unconfined
compression tests.

3.4. Failure along deep lying failure surface
The location of the anchor zone is governed by failure by sliding along
the rnpture surface shown in Fig. 6 as discussed by SAHLSTRÖM-NORDIN [7]
and by LuNDAHL-ADDING [3]. The rupture surface is assumed to extend
from a point B located 2 m from the lower end of the anchor zone to a point C
on the sheet pile ·w all. Point C corresponds to the minimnm penetration depth
required to prevent failure. Point B has been chosen to take into account
differences between actual and assumed length of the anchor zone and varia
tions of the location of the critical failure surface. The forces initi~ting failure
are the force P 1 which acts along A- B and the weight W of the sliding mass
of the soil. The forces preventing failure are the reaction force Q, the anchor
force T, the toe resistance V and the passive earth pressure Pp at the lower
part of the sheet pile wall above point C. The anchor force T acts al ong B- F,
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the section of the anchor zone located hetween the assumed failure surface
and the end of the anchor zone. This force is generally neglected in the
calculations. The reaction force V at the toe of the sheet pile wall which is
equal to the vertical force in the sheet piles is dependent of the inclination
of the anchor rods or cahles. The force (Pa)required which is necessary to prevent
failure along the assumed failure surface can he calculated from the force
E

D

,,

-

01Assumed foilure
surfoce

C

(Pp) required

l

IV
V

T

\_Pp)ovoiloble ) 1,5

(Pp) required

w
bJc-arce polygon

Fig. 6. Failure along deep failure surface

polygon shown in Fig. 6 (h). This force should be less than (Pp)availab1e/ F,
where (Pp)available is the passive Rankine earth pressure force above point C
and Fis a safety factor . This safety factor is generally assumed equal to 1,5.
In some cases it is desirable to repeat the calculations for a numher of failure
surface which intersects the anchor zone at different distances from its
lower end. The failure surface which gives the lowest safety factor with respect
to the availahle total passive Rankine earth pressure corresponds to the critical
failure surface of the system.
In addition the stahility along the assumed failure surface should he
checked for the case when the friction angle for the force Q is equal to <Pred•
This friction angle is calculated from tg <l>red = tan <P/1,3. The passive earth
pressure (Pp)required which is required to prevent failure along the assumed
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failure surface should be less than the available earth pressure force (Pp)avnilable
above point C.
It should, however, be pointed out that the assumed plain failure sur
face B -C corresponds to a higher safety factor than a convex failure surface
through the same points. The difference between the two failure surfaces is
generally small and is neglected in the calculations.
An additional requirement for tie-back anchors in soil is that no part
of the anchor zone should be located within the active earth zone which
affects the earth pressure on the sheet pile wall. This zone is determined by
drawing from point C on the sheet pile wall a straight line which is inclined
(45
<l>/2) with the horizontal. The anchor zone should furthermore be
located at least five meters below ground surface.
The anchor rods or cables may be damaged by settlements of the soil
behind the sheet pile. If this is the case the anchor rods or cables should
be protected by a casing. The diameter of the casing should be sufficiently
large to allow for the settlements at the level of the anchors.

+

3.5. Load tests oj in-situ anchors
Each anchor should be tested to a load not exceeding 75% of the
ultimate strcngth or 90 % of the yield strength for materials with a flat stress
strain relationship at yielding. An additional requirement is that the test
load should not exceed 75 % of the ultimate strength of splices or connections.
The test load should b e kept constant for at least 10 minutes.
If the spacing of the anchors is less than 2,5 m at any level, three anchors
should be tested at the same time. All anchors should be loaded consecutively.
The test load on the same three anchors should be maintained for at least
five minutes. Thus each anchor will be loaded for at least 15 minutes.
In coarse sand and gravel several anchors may be interconnected by
the injection of the cement grout. In this case all anchors at the same level
should b e tested at the same time. 1f it can be shown by calculations that the
safety factor against pull-out of the anchors is greater than 1,5 with respect
to the design load, only three of the anchors should be tested at the same time.
The anchors may creep at the test load. Then the applied load should
be d ecreased until anchor ceases to move. This load is defined as the ultimate
strength of the anchor. The test load used in the calculation of the allowable
load is 80 % of the ultimate strength defined above.

3.6. Allowable load on anchors and wales
The allowable load in the anchor rods or cables is the test load divided
with a factor equal to 1,3. The load on the anchors is calculated at working
loads from the assumption that the horizontal wale is supported hy a series
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of unyielding rigid supports. It is furthermore assumed that the load from
the sheet piles is uniformly distributed along the horizontal wale beam.
An additional requirement is that the force in the anchors should not
exceed the test load if any of the anchor rods or cables ruptures. Also the
maximum stress in the wales should not in this case exceed the yield strength
of the material in the wales or the sheet piles. The moment distribution in
the wales is calculated from the assumption that the load from the sheet
piles is unifo,·mly distributed and that the wales are supportecl on a series
of elastic springs. The spring constant of the support is dependent on the
length and the dimensions of the anchor rods or cables. This case generally
governs the dimensions and the spacing of the anchors and of the wales

3.7. Preloading of anchor rods and cables
To decrease the settlement behind an anchored shect pilc wall the
anchors are preloaded. The preload often corresponds to 70-80% of the
earth pressure distribution shown in Fig. 4 (b). The preload is thus depenclent
of the soil condition, and of the depth of the excavations.
If the spacing between two anchors is small as is often the case at the
free end of a ,vale the preload in the anchors should be half the preload on
the reminder of the anchors. The load in thc anchors should be checked and
adjusted cluring the excavation if structures which can be damaged hy settle
ments are located close to the sheet pile wall.

3.8. Toe anchors
Rock holts or dowels are often usecl to anchor the toe of sheet piles
driven to rock. The purpose of these anchors is to prevent the toe of the sheet
pile wall from sliding along the rock surface. Rock bolts which are used as
toe ancbors should be designed for a moment which corresponcls to a moment
arm of 10 cm. The total length of the bolts should be at least 1,0 m. Of this
length at least 0,5 rn should be in rock. The diameter of the rock bolts varies
generally between 45 and 100 mm. Furthermore at least every second sheet
pile should be anchored. Anchor bolts are not allowed in Sweden in morain
or fractured rock. The maximum horizontal force which is allowed in a rock
bolt is 12 metric tons. Rock bolts can only be used as anchors when the total
horizontal force is less than 15 metric tous/m. Rock bolts are geuerally iustalled
through a casing welded to the sheet piles or by drilling through the over
burden.
It is important to determine the distance between the tip of the sheet
piles and the rock surface. If this distance is excessive (larger than 10 em)
then additional rock bolts might be required. The distance to rock cau be
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detennined during the drilling of the holes for the rock bolts by filling the
lower parts of the casing for the rock bolts with concrete before chiving. The
concrete plug also protects the casing during drivin·g of the sheet pilcs.
Additional toe ancho1·s can also be installed after the sheet pile wall
has been exposed if it is found <luring the excavation that some of the sheet
piles h ave not reached rock. Toe anchors will also be required if blasting is
donc close to the sheet pile wall. In this case inclined steel rods with a length
of at least 2 m are used which are grouted in rock. The length and the diameter
of the nnchor rods are chosen to fit the quality of the underlaying rock.

*
The design principles in this article except for the earth pressure calculations have been
discussed by a committee with the following members: A. HELLGREN (Chairman), P.-O.
NORDI N (Secretary), H. LINDQVIST, G.-M. BENGTSTELIUS, S. BERGSTRÖM, B. LuNDAHL and
S. WIDING.
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CHCTeMbl aHl(epOBl(H WBCACl(HX wnyHTOBbIX CTeH

15. 15. 15pOAfC
ABT0P om1Cb1BaeTTpll ,\leT0Aa aH1<ep0BKH, pa3pa60TaHHblX3a n oCJJe.D.Hll e rQ.LJ.bl B Wsel(HH.
no Cyll\eCTBY aHI<ep0BI<II C0CT051T H3 CTanbHblX CTep)I<HeH HnM I(a6ene11, I<OTOpble I<pen51TC51
3a cTeHot'1 nyTeM 3aI<penneHH51 rpyHTa.
)].asneHHC rpy1-1Ta, .D.eHCTBYIOll\Ce Ha aHl<epOBI<0H 0TT51HYTblC wnyHT0Bble CTeHbl, M3Me
H51eTC51 s 3Ha'l1ne,1hHot'1 Mep e . Ha116onhwero 3Ha'leHH51 .LJ.0CT1-iraeT np11 3aMep3aHHM 11 pacw11pem111 HaCblITM. Bo00ll\e .D.n5l paC'ICTa aHI(epH0H CHnhl, pacnpe.D.eneHM51 M0MeHT0B 11 TpeoyIO
ll\eHC51 rny611HhI 3a611B1<H np11MeH5IeTC5I Te0pH5I Rankine no .D.asnem110 rpyHTa. B uen51x npe
JI.0TBpaIUeHM51 yll\epoa, o n acHoro .n.n51 coopy)l(eH11il:, pacnono>1<eHHhIX s6n11311 wnyttT0BhIX
CTeH, pacnpe.D.eneHHC Ha11p51)1(eHHt'1 npHHHMaCTC51 B qiopMe Tpane3bl (CM. pHC. 46).
Y wnyHT0BblX CTeH CK0nb)l(CHHC M0)KCT B03HlfäHYTb BA0nh rny601<one)I<aw;11x TI0Bepx
HOCTCH. ,Uei1cTBy10IUee .n.asnett11e rpyHTa no Rankin e A0JI)l(H0 6h1Tb Ha 50% 6onbllle, 'leM
Beni l'IIIHa, HC06X0JI.MMa51 ,!1,n51 npe.D.0TBpall\eHH51 o6pyweHH51.
Bengt B. BROMS, Director of the Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Banergatan 16.•
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STABILITY OF COHESIVE SOILS
BEHIND VERTICAL OPENINGS IN SHEET PILE WALLS
AXALYSIS OF A RECENT FAILURE
B. B. BROMS - Il. BENNERMARK
S\'l"EDIS H CEOTECIJXICAL I:"iSTITUTE, STOCKROL~!, SWEDEN

The stability of a clay mass located behind a vertical opening in a sheet pile wall has
been analysed earlier by the authors. Theoretical calculations and field observations showed
that failure may occur when the ratio of the total overburden pressure and the undrained
shear strength of the soil at the opening is 6 to 8. A failure which recently took place where
approximately 30 m 3 of clay flowed thi:ough a vertical opening at the bottom of a sheet pile
wall has been analysed by the proposed method. The area of the opening was 0,2 m~. The
failure occurred when tbe ratio yh/cu was 7,5. This failure indicates that even very small
openings in a sheet pile wall can cause extensive damage under unfavourable conditions and
that sucb openings must be considered in deep excavations in soft soils.

1. Introduction

The stability of a clay mass located hehind a vertical opening has heen
analysed previously [2]. In the proposed method it was assumed that failure
occurred along a cylindrical failure surface as illustrated in Fig. la. The
failure surface extends from the underside of the opening to a point located
approximately at the diameter or the height of the opening ahove the hole.
It is furthermore assumed that the opening is located at a depth exceeding
four times the height of the opening helow the ground surface. The suggested
method is similar to that proposed in [l] to predict hottom heave of excava
tions in clay.
The analysis indicates that failure will occur when the ratio of the total
overhurden pressure yh at the level of the opening and the average undrained
shear strength cu of the soil along the failure surface is larger than 6 to 8
(Fig. lh). Also results from lahoratory and field experiments appear to sup
port the proposed method of analysis. Availahle test data indicate that failure
can take place when the ratio ,yh/cu is as low as 6.

2. A recent failure

A failure which recently took place close to Upplands Väshy ahout
20 km northwest of Stockholm, provided another opportunity to check the
proposed method. The failure occurred at the hottom of an approximately
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8 m deep excaYation m clay where sheet piles had been driven in the fall
of 1965. The excavation is located not far from the place where a similar
slide had occurred [2]. The dimension of the excavation is shown in Figs 2
and 3. The sheet piles were driven through approximately 8 m of clay down
to rock. During excavation it was found that one the sheet piles did not
reach the rock. The soil behind the sheet pile wall was exposed for a height
/ Sheet pile wall

0

'2

3

4

5m
I

Fig. 3. Section A - A through sheet pile wall

of about 0,8 m between the bottom of the sheet pile and the underlaying rock.
The exposed area was approximately 0,2 m 2 •
During the month of May 1966 approximately 30 m 3 of clay flowed
suddenly through the opening in the sheet pile wall into the excavation.
At the same time a crater approximately 2 m deep and 5 m in diameter,
formed outside the sheet pile wall ("Crater" in Fig. 3). Cracks which extended
partly around the excavation were also observed. The location of these cracks
is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Soil conditions
The stability of a vertical hole is, according to the analysis presented
previously, dependent of the magnitude of the total overburden pressure at
the leve! of the opening and the undrained shear strength of the soil.
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The thickness of the different soil strata and the depth to firm bottom
were determined by the Swedish weight sounding method (Statens Järn
vägar [5]).
The soil at the test site consists of grey or brown-grey clay with sand
seams to a depth of approximately 3 m below the ground surface as shown
jn Fig. 4 . Below this layer is a brown-grey varved clay to a depth of approxi-
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Fig. 4. Soil properties

mately 8,0 m. The varved clay is underlain by a thin layer of fine sand and
by rock.
The undrained shear strength of the clay was measurecl by fi elcl vane
tests and by unconfined compression tests on samples taken with the Swedish
standard piston sampler (Swedish Committee on Piston Sampling [6]). The
shear strength was also determined by the Swedish fall-cone test [3]. In addi
tion the water content, unit weight and fineness number were m easured.
(The fineness number WF is equal to the water content when a cone w eighing
60 g penetrates 10 mm under its own weight inta a r emoulded sample · of
clay. The apex angle of the cone is 60°. KARLSSON [4] has shown that the
fineness number is approximately equal to the liquid limit.)
The water ·content of the varved clay clecreased with depth. It was
approximately 50% higher than the fineness number or the liquid limit of
the soil. The undrained shear strength measured by fall-cone, Yane and
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unconfined compression tests increased from 1 t/m2 at a depth of approximately
3 m below the ground surface to about 2 t/m2 at the bottom of the clay layer.
The sensitivity was determined by vane and fall-cone tests. The field
vane test indicated a sensitivity ratio hetween 5 and 15. The sensitivity
ratio determined hy the fall-cone varied hetween 24 and 67. It is prohable
that the high sensitivity of the clay can explain why the extent of the failure
was relatively large considering the small size of the opening and why the
failure occurred suddenly.

4. Analysis of failure
The lower part of the sheet pile where the failure occurred was located
approximately 6, 7 m below the original ground surface. This depth corre
sponds to a total vertical overhurden pressure before the failure of approxi
mately 11,2 t/m2 • It can be scen from Fig. 4 that the average undrained
shear strength of the varved clay between 5,5 m and 8,0 m below the ground
surface is 1,5 t/m2 • This undrained shear strength of the clay corresponds
to a ratio of vertical total overburden pressure and undrained shear strength
equal to 7,5. This value is in agreement with the results reported previously.
It should, however, be noted that failure occurred approximately half
a year after the excavation was completed and that the failure occurred
rapidly once it was initiated. The delay is probably caused by the small size
of the opening (0,2 m 2) . Also erosion of the fine sand at the bottom of the
excavation has prohably contributed to the initiation of the failure.
Few failures which have heen caused by flow thrnugh a vertical opening
have b een reported in the literature. Additional test data are highly desirable
so that the validity of the proposed method of analysis can be checked.
*
This investigation has been partly snpported financially by the National Swedish
Council for Building Research. ·
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YCTOii'IHBOCTb CB.R3HblX rpyHTOB aa sepTHl{aJibHblMH npoeMaMH wnyHTOBblX CTCH.
HCCJICAOBaHHC o6paaosamrn npoHCWCAlllero HCAaBHO 06BaJia

E. E. Epo,11c- X. Ee1mep,11ap,c
ÅBTOpbl y)l(e pattee 3amIMaJil1Cb 11CCJieAOBaHIIeM YCTOli'11180CTII .\\acc1rna r:11-IHbI, pacno
JIO)l(eHHOrO 3a BepTHKaJibHbIM npoeMOM, o6pa30BaBlllHMC.R B lllflYHTOBO/:'I CTeHe. Teopen1,1ec1<11e
pac'!eTbl [,[ HaOJIIOAeHH.R ITOI(a3aJ111, 'ITO o6pyllleHHe HaCTynaeT B TOM CJiy'!ae, I<Or.Qa OTHOllleHHe
BepT11KaJI&Horo peocTaT11'1ecr<oro ttanpm1<eH11.R 11 conpoT11BJieHIIe cpeay rpyttra, onpeAeJieHHoe
B COCTO.RHlll1 cocraBJl5Ier 6- 8.
Ilpu no:.1ol.l.(11 npeAJIO)KeHHoro MeToti:a 11ccne1i:osatto npo11cllleti:lllee HeAaBHO 06pyllleH1re
rpyHra, npH l(OTOpOM rJIHHbI 061,eMOM np116JI. 30 ,112 BbITeKJIH y HH)l(HeH tJaCTH illITYHTOBOli
CTeHbI tJepea npoeM paaMepoM a 0,2 ,112• 06pyllleH11e npo1130ll1JIO np11 y h/cu = 7,5. 06paaoaaH11e
o6pyll1eHH.R yI<a3bJBaeT Ha TO, 'ITO npoeMbI Aa)l(e He60Jibll10ro pa3Mepa MoryT np11tJHHHTb 3Ha
'IHTeJI&Hbiti y°l.l.(ep6; BCJie.QCTBHe CKa3aHHbIX, np11 OTKpbl TMH rny60KHX J<OTJIOBaHOB B .\UlrKIIX
rpyHTaX HeJJb3.R He npHH.51Tb BO BHHMaHMe ra1<11e npoeMhl.

Bengt B. BROMS, Director of the Swedish Geotechnical lnstitute Banergatan 16.,
Stockholm. Sweden.
Hans BENNERMAnK, Civil Engineer. Swedish Geotechnical lnstitute Banergatan 16.,
Stockholm. Sweden.
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